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PROGRAM   

  
“Walk   to   the   Paradise   Garden”   from   the   opera    A   Village   Romeo   &   Juliet    (1910)                              Frederick   Delius   (1862-1934)   

  
  

Andante   cantabile    from   Concerto   for   Viola   &   Orchestra   in   C   minor,   op.   25    (1907)                              York   Bowen   (1884-1961)   
  

Yosen   Wang   ‘22,   soloist   
  

“Nimrod”   from    Variations   on   an   Original   Theme   (“Enigma”) ,   op.   36   (1899)                                  Sir   Edward   Elgar   (1857-1934)   
  
  

Rhapsodic   Dance   for   Orchestra   (“The   Bamboula”),    op.   75     (1910)                                           Samuel   Coleridge-Taylor   (1875-1912)   
  

(Note:   tonight’s   concert   will   be   performed   without   intermission,   and   will   last   approximately   forty   minutes.   
For   the   orchestra’s   September   19,   2021   “Welcome   to   the   Class   of   2025!”   concert   please   see   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h7hq1IjpmRk&t=347s )   

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h7hq1IjpmRk&t=347s
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*denotes   principal   

CELLOS   
TAZ   KIM*   
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IRIS   XIE   

  
OBOES   

DIANA   DANIELS   
VIVIANA   LABARCA   

THOMAS   MEYER   
  

CLARINETS   
HANNAH   GOLDBERG*   

JINAE   HONG*  
STEPHEN   CHEN   
DANNY   JEONG   

KENNY   KIM   
CHRISTIAN   PATTAVINA   
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MAJD   ROUHANA   
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SHUZO   KATAYAMA*   
GABRIEL   PROIA*   

CAMERON   CHANDLER   
  

TROMBONES   
CONNOR   BARNES*  

MASAHIRO   NISHIKAWA*   
DEVLIN   DANNER   

  
TUBA   

KONNER   HAFNER   
  

TIMPANI   
KAI   GLASHAUSSER   

CLARA   HOEY   
MIN   WINTON   

  
PERCUSSION   

KAI   GLASHAUSSER   
CLARA   HOEY   

CHARLOTTE   WANG   
MIN   WINTON   
SAM   YOUNG   

  
KEYBOARD   (HARP)   

ROWAN   BELT   
CHRISTIAN   PATTAVINA   



SOLOIST   BIOGRAPHY   
  

YOSEN   WANG   ‘22     is   from   Pittsburgh,   Pennsylvania.   He   began   his   piano   studies   in   the   �rst   grade   and   viola   studies   in   the   
third   grade.   He   studied   viola   with   Marylene   Gingras-Roy   from   2013   to   2018.   Yosen   has   studied   with   Tanya   Solomon   at   
Amherst   College   and   with   Kathryn   Lockwood   and   Ron   Gorevic   at   the   University   of   Massachusetts.   At   Amherst,   he   majors   
in   biology   and   history   and   plans   to   pursue   a   career   in   law.    Yosen   has   served   as   Principal   Violist   of   the   Amherst   Symphony   

Orchestra   and   participated    in   professional   master   classes   at   Amherst   given   as   part   of   the   Music   at   Amherst   series.      

PROGRAM   NOTES   

We   think   of     FREDERICK   DELIUS   (1862-1934)     as   an   English   composer,   but   the   connection   is   a   bit   slim.   Born   in   
England   to   German   parents   (his   birthname   was   Fritz   Delius),   the   young   man   learned   to   play   the   piano   and   violin   as   a   boy.   
His   father   wanted   him   to   go   into   business,   but   at   age   22   Delius   talked   his   father   into   setting   him   up   as   the   manager   of   
orange   groves   in   Florida.   In   Florida   Delius   had   very   little   to   do   with   oranges   but   did   take   music   lessons   and   soaked   up   
African-American   folksongs   and   tales   of   magic   and   voodoo.   After   brief   stints   in   Virginia   and   New   York,   Delius   moved   to   
Leipzig   for   formal   training   with   Reinecke;   in   these   years   he   became   good   friends   with   Edvard   Grieg   and   lived   brie�y   in   
Norway.   In   1888   the   26-year-old   Delius   moved   to   the   village   of   Grez-sur-Loing,   about   forty   miles   south   of   Paris,   where   he   
would   spend   the   rest   of   his   life.   The   rest   of   his   life   was   not   happy.   Delius   su�ered   from   disease   so   debilitating   that   he   
eventually   lost   the   use   of   his   legs   and   became   blind.   He   was   assisted   in   his   �nal   years   by   Eric   Fenby,   an   amanuensis   to   whom   
Delius   dictated   his   music.   Delius   wished   to   be   buried   in   the   garden   of   his   house   in   Grez-sur-Loing,   but   French   law   would   
not   allow   this,   and   after   a   year   his   body   was   disinterred   and   buried   in   England.   Delius’   music   is   generally   unfamiliar   to   
American   audiences,   but   it   has   had   passionate   advocates,   mostly   prominently   Sir   Thomas   Beecham.   Delius   composed   six   
operas   as   well   as   orchestra   and   chamber   music   and   a   number   of   choral   settings.   One   of   his   most   famous   works   is   
Appalachia ,   a   set   of   variations   for   orchestra   based   on   a   slave   song   he   heard   in   America,   but   today   Delius   is   best   remembered   
for   his   short   orchestral   pieces,   beautifully   shaded   and   evocative   of   particular   moments   or   places.   

  
In   1907   Delius’   opera    A   VILLAGE   ROMEO   &   JULIET     was   premiered   in   Berlin.   An   updated   retelling   of   Shakespeare’s   
play,   it   tells   of   the   lovers   Sali   and   Vrenchen,   the   children   of   rival   farmers   locked   in   a   bitter   dispute   over   the   ownership   of   
land.   The   dispute   becomes   violent,   the   lovers   try   to   �ee   to   peace,   but   when   they   discover   that   they   cannot,   they   unmoor   a   
hay   barge,   �oat   out   into   the   river,   scuttle   it   and   drown   together.   Rather   than   being   in   acts,    A   Village   Romeo   &   Juliet    is   in   six   
scenes,   and   the   work   we   hear   tonight,    “A   Walk   to   the   Paradise   Garden”   (1907)     is   performed   as   an   orchestral   interlude   
between   the   �nal   two   scenes.    “Paradise   Garden”   is   the   name   of   an   inn   where   the   couple   has   been   told   they   can   be   alone   and   
dance   all   night,   but   once   there,   they   discover   this   to   be   a   false   promise   –   the   inn   is   full   of   sketchy   types   as   well   as   “The   Dark   
Fiddler,”   a   mysterious   spirit   who   hovers   over   the   entire   opera.   But   the   walk   itself   is   a   moment   of   pure   peace   and   love,   and   
Delius   captures   this   beautifully.   Sali   and   Vrenchen   walk   through   the   warm   evening,   bound   together   in   what   will   be   (though   
they   do   not   know   it)   the   last   moments   of   their   lives.   (The   in�uence   of   Wagner’s   Tristan   und   Isolde   is   clear.)   Delius   drew   
themes   from   the   previous   �ve   scenes   of   the   opera   and   wove   them   together   to   create   this   gentle   music.   In   the   opera,   Delius   
called   for   a   huge   orchestra   (quadruple   woodwind   and   six   horns),   but   today   “The   Walk   to   the   Paradise   Garden”   is   always   
heard   in   an   arrangement   for   smaller   orchestra   by   Sir   Thomas   Beecham.   

  

  



The   English   composer    YORK   BOWEN   (1884-1961)     was   an   accomplished   horn   and   viola   player.    One   of   Bowen’s   
former   students,   Myers   Foggin,   who   taught   at   the   Trinity   College   of   Music,   had   the   impression   that   playing   the   viola   gave   
Bowen   the   greatest   joy   of   all.   He   was   fascinated   by   the   instrument,   which   he   preferred   to   the   violin,   and   accompanied   the   
renowned   English   violist   Lionel   Tertis   (xx)   on   the   piano   on   many   occasions.    Most   of   Bowen’s   works   for   viola   were   in   fact   
written   for   Tertis,   including   the   viola   sonatas,   Fantasy   for   Four   Violas,   the   Phantasie   Trio,   and   most   notably   the    VIOLA   
CONCERTO   IN   C   MINOR,   op.   25   (1907).     Tertis   gave   its   �rst   performance   at   a   Philharmonic   Society   concert   on   
March   26,   1908,   in   Queen’s   Hall;   the   performance   was   to   have   been   conducted   by   Hans   Richter,   but   Richter   had   
unexpectedly   left   for   Vienna,   so   the   conductor   was   Landon   Ronald.    The   work   was   enthusiastically   received   by   audience   
and   press   alike.    Tertis   fave   several   other   performances,   including   one   at   Wigmore   Hall   in   1923   and   the   American   premiere   
in   Chicago.    The   Chicago    Times    wrote   of   the   concerto:   “Unlike   some   modern   composers,   Mr.   Bowen   has   not   aimed   merely   
at   orchestral   coloring,   but   has   packed   all   his   movements   with   melodies...the   theme   of   the    Andante    being   very   
attractive...harmonic   progressions   are   reminiscent   of   Debussy,   but   it   is   a   case   of   in�uence   rather   than   imitation..”    --John   
White,   Professor   of   Viola,   Royal   Academy   of   Music   

SIR   EDWARD   ELGAR   (1857-1934)    was   born   in   the   village   of   Lower   Broadheath   in   Worchestershire,   England,   the   
fourth   of   seven   children   of   William   Henry   Elgar,   a   professional   violinist,   piano   tuner   and   music   store   proprietor.   At   age   8,   
Edward   was   taking   piano   and   violin   lessons;   he   was   composing   music   by   the   age   of   10,   and   by   age   16,   he   had   decided   to   
pursue   a   career   in   music.   His   father   couldn’t   a�ord   to   ful�ll   Edward’s   dream   of   attending   the   Leipzig   Conservatory   in   
Germany,   so   Elgar   got   on-the-job   training   by   taking   all   kinds   of   gigs   in   the   local   area,   including   playing   bassoon   in   a   wind   
quintet,   and   giving   violin   and   piano   lessons.   He   was   the   organist   at   St.   George’s   Church,   director   of   the   Worchester   
Instrumental   Society,   conductor   of   the   Worchester   Philharmonic,   accompanist   and   director   of   the   Worchester   Glee   Club,   
and   he   also   made   a   weekly   trek   to   Powick   to   conduct   the   sta�   orchestra   at   the   county   lunatic   asylum.   And   all   the   while,   
young   Elgar   composed   and   arranged,   and   read   voraciously   in   musical   texts   (particularly   Sir   Hubert   Parry’s   articles   in   
Grove’s   Dictionary   of   Music)   to   educate   himself.   Besides   making   brief   visits   to   London   in   1877   and   1878,   Elgar   immersed   
himself   in   the   musical   culture    of   the   Continent   with   trips   to   Paris   in   1880   and   Leipzig   in   1882;   of   his   second   sojourn,   he   
wrote:   “I   got   pretty   well   dosed   with   Schumann   (my   ideal!),   Brahms,   Rubinstein   and   Wagner,   so   had   no   cause   to   complain.”   
In   1886   Elgar   took   on   a   new   pupil,   Caroline   Alice   Roberts,   whom   he   married   three   years   later.   Until   her   death   in   1920,   
Elgar’s   wife   Alice,   eight   years   his   senior   and   a   published   poet   and   �ction   writer,   acted   as   his   business   manager,   social   
secretary,   and   personal   music   critic.   In   her   diary   she   wrote,   “The   care   of   a   genius   is   enough   of   a   life’s   work   for   any   woman.”   
They   had   one   child,   Carice   Irene,   whose   name   was   a   combination   of   her   mother’s   �rst   and   middle   names.   Through   the   
1890s   Elgar   devoted   more   of   his   time   to   composing,   building   his   reputation   with   large   works   for   choral   festivals   as   well   as   
orchestral   pieces   and   songs.    But   it   was   with   his    VARIATIONS   ON   AN   ORIGINAL   THEME   (“ENIGMA”)   (1899)   
that   Elgar,   at   the   age   of   42,   suddenly   gained   fame.   That   work,   along   with   his   cantata    The   Dream   of   Gerontius    (1900)   and   his   
Pomp   and   Circumstance   March   No.1   (1901),   made   Elgar   not   only   the   pre-eminent   English   composer   of   his   generation,   
but   the   �rst   truly   great   English   composer   since   Henry   Purcell,   who   had   died   in   1695.   Elgar,   who   was   knighted   in   1904,   
followed   these   with   more   major   works:   his   oratorios    The   Apostles    in   1903   and    The   Kingdom    in   1906,   the   Violin   Concerto   in   
1910,   and   two   Symphonies,   in   1907   and   1911.   The   symphonic   study    Falstaff    (1913)   and   the   Cello   Concerto   (1918)   were   
the   last   two   large-scale   works   that   he   completed.   Elgar   received   many   honorary   awards   and   degrees,   and   in   1924   was   
appointed   Master   of   the   King’s   Musick.   Elgar   later   re�ected   that   he   had   begun   his   variations   “in   a   spirit   of   humour,   and   
continued   in   deep   seriousness.”   

  



  One   October   evening   in   1898,   after   a   long,   grueling   day   of   teaching,   Elgar   returned   home,   sat   down   at   the   piano   and   began   
improvising.   A   certain   melody   struck   his   wife’s   fancy,   so   she   asked   what   it   was.   “Nothing,”   he   replied,   “but   something   
might   be   made   of   it.   Powell   would   have   done   this,   or   Nevinson   would   have   looked   at   it   like   this.”   He   played   more,   then   
asked   her,   “Who   is   that   like?”   “I   cannot   say,”   Alice,   replied,   “but   it   is   exactly   the   way   Billy   Baker   goes   out   of   the   room.”   She   
added,   “Surely,   you’re   doing   something   that’s   never   been   done   before.”   Thus   encouraged   to   expand   on   it,   he   improvised   
more   variations   of   his   theme,   each   one   a   musical   description   of   another   friend   or   colleague,   including   Alice   herself.   He   sent   
the   �nished   set   of   variations   to   his   publisher   August   Jaeger   (who   was   the   inspiration   for   one   of   the   variations)   with   this   
note:   “I   have   sketched   aset   of   Variations   on   an   original   theme:   the   Variations   have   amused   me   because   I’ve   labeled   ‘em   with   
the   nicknames   of   my   particular   friends—you   are   Nimrod.   That   is   to   say   I’ve   written   the   variations   each   one   to   represent   the   
mood   of   the   ‘party’—I’ve   liked   to   imagine   the   ‘party’   writing   the   var.   him   (or   her)   self,   if   they   were   asses   enough   to   
compose.”   

The    Enigma   Variation s   consist   of   a   theme,   14   variations,   and   a   �nale.   (The   entire   work   will   be   performed   on   the   ASO’s   
Homecoming   Concert,   November   13,   2021   at   8:30pm).   It    presents   us   with   at   least   two   enigmas,   or   mysteries.   One   is   the   
designation   of   each   variation   with   the   initials   or   nickname   of   the   person   it   depicts   (but   the   reference   is,   in   almost   all   cases,   
easily   deduced).   The   other   is   a   true   mystery,   as   Elgar   stated   that   his   initial   melody   is   but   counterpoint   to   a   theme   that   is   
never   heard   in   the   piece,   and   that   shall   remain   unnamed.   In   the   composer’s   words,   “So   the   principal   theme   never   appears,   
even   as   in   some   late   dramas   the   chief   character   is   never   on   the   stage.”   Though   many   have   tried   to   solve   this   mystery,   it   
remains   an   enigma   still.   Another,   more   subtle   musical   riddle   appears   in   the   �rst   four-note   motif   of   Elgar’s   theme:   two   pairs   
of   notes,   each   pair   outlining   a   falling   minor   third   interval,   seem   to   “sigh”   the   composer’s   name,   “Edward   Elgar.”   The   entire   
theme   consists   of   six   short   4-note   motifs   in   G   minor,   but   the   last   motif   adds   a   �fth   note,   a   B,   which   brings   the   theme   to   a   G   
major   ending.     

VARIATION   IX   (“NIMROD”)    is    noble,   profound   music,   written   for   August   Jaeger,   Elgar’s   publisher   and   close   friend.   
“Jaeger”   is   German   for   “hunter,”   and   Nimrod   is   the   “mighty   hunter”   mentioned   in   Genesis   10.   Jaeger   was   a   German-born   
musician   who   worked   for   the   London   music   publisher   Novello   and   who,   more   than   anyone   save   Alice   Elgar,   sustained   the   
composer   through   his   frequent   and   severe   periods   of   depression.   This   variation   is   about   a   long   summer   evening’s   
conversation   that   the   two   men   had.   Elgar   was   very   frustrated   and   considered   giving   up   composing.   Jaeger   compared   Elgar’s   
struggles   to   those   of   Beethoven.   He   asked   the   composer   how   he   thought   Beethoven   must   have   felt,   having   to   compose   
while   going   deaf.   Jaeger   reminded   Elgar   that   as   Beethoven’s   hearing   got   worse,   his   music   became   more   beautiful,   and   
encouraged   Elgar   to   take   that   lesson   to   heart.   Jaeger   then   sang   the   Adagio   of   Beethoven’s   “Pathetique”   Sonata   for   his   friend.  
Elgar   told   Dora   Penny   that   the   opening   of   “Nimrod”   suggests   the   “Pathetique.”   He   said,   “Can’t   you   hear   it   at   the   
beginning?   Only   a   hint,   not   a   quotation.”   “Nimrod”   is   the   most   famous   of   the   variations   and,   as   in   tonight’s   concert,    is   
often   performed   by   itself.   It   is   most   notably   used   in   England   for   funerals   and   memorial   services,   and   is   always   played   on   
Remembrance   Sunday,   a   ceremony   paying   tribute   to   British   servicemen   and   women   of   both   World   Wars   and   subsequent   
con�icts.    In   fall,   2001,   during   Mr.   Swanson’s   �rst   year   as   Music   Director,   the   Amherst   Symphony   Orchestra   performed   
“Nimrod”   as   a   memorial   tribute   to   the   victims   of   the   9/11   terror   attacks,   and   he   would   like   to   dedicate   this   evening’s   
performance   to   the   memories   of   loved   ones   who   have   passed   away   during   the   Covid-19   pandemic.   The   ASO   will   perform   
the   entire   Enigma   Variations   on   its   Homecoming   Weekend   concert   on   Saturday,   November   13,   2021   at   8:30   p.m.   

  

  



SAMUEL   COLERIDGE-TAYLOR   (1875-1912)    was   a   Black   English   composer   born   in   London   to   a   father   from   Sierra   
Leone   and   a   mother   from   England,   who   raised   him   as   a   single   parent   after   the   father   returned   to   Africa.   Coleridge-Taylor  
entered   the   Royal   College   of   Music   as   a   violinist   in   1890   and   wrote   an   accomplished    Te   Deum    setting   the   same   year.   He   
composed   proli�cally,   at   �rst   producing   a   stream   of   chamber   music,   much   of   it   reminiscent   of   Brahms,   and   by   the   turn   of   
the   century   completing   impressive   works   for   orchestra,   chorus,   and   the   stage.   At   the   age   of   seventeen   he   became   enamored   
of   the   music   of   Dvořák,   who   was   immensely   popular   among   British   audiences.   This   motivated   Coleridge-Taylor   to   explore   
American   and   African-American   music,   which   Dvořák   promoted.   In   1898,   he   composed   the   cantata    Scenes   from   “The   Song   
of   Hiawatha,”    portions   of   which   became   famous.   Coleridge-Taylor   was   also   an   admired   conductor,   leading   the   
Westmoreland   Festival   and   London’s   Handel   Society,   and   he   taught   composition   at   Trinity   College   of   Music   (London)   
and   the   Guildhall   School   of   Music.   He   encountered   many   luminaries   of   African-American   culture   when   they   passed   
through   England.   The   poet   Paul   Laurence   Dunbar   was   perhaps   the   most   in�uential;   after   meeting   him   in   1896,   
Coleridge-Taylor   began   turning   out   such   works   as   his    African   Romances    (1897),    African   Suite    (1898),   and    Toussaint   
l’ouverture    (1901,   celebrating   the   Haitian   revolutionary).   Coleridge-Taylor   made   three   visits   to   the   United   States,   in   1904,   
1906,   and   1910.   The   orchestral   musicians   of   New   York   complimented   his   ability   on   the   podium   by   dubbing   him   “the   
Black   Mahler.”   

   During   his   third   visit   to   the   United   States,   in   1910,   Coleridge-Taylor   worked   with   the   New   York   Philharmonic   Orchestra,   
which   was   directed   by   Mahler,   who   had   raised   it   to   new   heights.    Coleridge-Taylor   remarked   on   the   “wonderful   orchestra.   I   
have   never   directed   anything   like   it.”    It   in   turn   accorded   him   a   high   accolade,   calling   him   the   African   Mahler.   
Commissioned   by   Carl   Steocekl,   Coleridge-Taylor   wrote   “ The   Bamboula”   Rhapsodic   Dance,    op.   75.   He   completed   some   of   
the   writing   and   all   of   the   orchestration   on   board   the   ship   as   he   sailed   to   the   United   States.    For   this   work,   he   returned   to   
Twenty   Four   Negro   Melodies    of   1905,   and   took   the   sole   Carribean   melody   from   that   collection.    It   is   hardly   a   melody,   more   
a   memorable   phrase   (it   opens   the   fast   portion   of   the   work,   after   the   majestic   introduction),   but   it   lends   itself   to   a   novel   
form   of   variation   building.   This   orchestral   piece   falls   into   three   sections--fast,   slow,   fast--that   make   up   a   ternary   (ABA’)   
form.   The   novelty   is   that   all   of   the   ideas   in   the   three   sections   derive   from   the   dance   tune.   Monotony   does   not   occur   due   to   
Coleridge-Taylor’s   inexhaustible   fountain   of   invention.    The   work   explores   still   further   the   virtuosic   vein   �rst   noted   in   his   
earlier    Symphonic   Variations    (xx).There   are   Tchaikovskian   in�uences,   but   here   they   re�ect   the   unrestrained   and   
high-spirited   abandon   of   the   Russian   composer’s   Fourth   Symphony.    --Geo�rey   Self,   from   “Coleridge-Taylor   and   the   
Orchestra,”    Black   Music   Research   Journal.   

  
  

  

  

  

  
  

  


